


IDENTITY, MULTICULTURALISM AND THE 
DEMOCRATIC IMPERATIVE IN AHMED YERIMA'S THE 

SILENT GODS: A CRITICAL DISCOURSE 

G R. Adeoti 

We live in a world that is irreversibly plural where culture 
is concerned, but a basis for the harmonious coexistence 
of cultures can be found in the mutual sharing of what is 
convergent . . .and in amutual respect for what is divergent 
- where this does not involve the oppression of individuals 
or groups. Peter Caws (1 994,3 85) 

One major factor that has hindered the growth of democracy in 
many post-independent &can countries is the invidious manipulation of 
identities, especially by the elites, in the competition for limited national 
resources (International IDEA: 2000, S9 - 105). As Olaniyan clearly 
puts it: "Part ofthe contempomy crisis of the African state is its inability to 
forge a nation £?om its awkwardly th row together constituent parts, parts 
that were routinely manipulated into fierce competitionand set off against 
one another by the colonizers during the colonial rule". (2000,271). 
Identities may be ethno-geographical, sexual, religious or generational in 
nature. It becomes difficult to secure a consensus on issues of 
democratisation amonsthe people and in combating autocratic tendencies 
of postcolonial leaders, whether military or civilian. It breeds electoral 
fiaud, nepotism, thuggery and arson. The consequence is that democratic 
governance is imperiled in such a dispensation. In Nigeria as it occurs in 
many parts ofAfrica, the battle for exploration, allocation and control of 
resources have been so fierce, leading to "the enthronement of an atavistic 
etimic conscio~sncss, a major civil war, md an epidemic of colrp d'eturs " 
writes Olaniyan (2000,27 1). 
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Like postcolonidism, multiculturalism is both atheoretical practice 
and "a reading strategy" (Gilbert and Tompkins, 1996,2). It developed 
in the American Academia as a response to the cultural multiplexity of the 
American Society. "There is no denying that the multicultural initiative arose, 
in part, because of the fragmentation ofAmerican society by ethnicity, 
class, and gender", writes Henry Louis Gates Jr. ('1 994,204). To be sure, 
it received a boost from affirmative actions against unearned privileges 
nurtured on the basis of solidarity along the lines of race, gender, class and 
ideology. However, migration and movement as defining elements of 
modernity, account for the multicultural nature ofrnany nations across the 
world today, hence, the relevance of its discursive strategies to other nations 
and situations beyond the North Atlantic. From the Aborigines and French 
population of Canada, to the American Indians, African-Americans, Black 
women,Nigeria'sNiger Delta etc, multicultural viewpint, hinges on identity 
consciousness. It rejects the totalising tendency of the dominant culture 
while affirming the presence, essence and distinction of "Other" cultures. 
It also endorses the inclusion of subaltern voices in inter-cultural dialogue 
within local and global contexts. Although, its critics like Louis Gates have 
accused multiculturalism ofhaving the tendency to h p e n t  cultures into a 
wmen ofethnic enclaves, "each separate and inviolate", it is capable of 
boosting the self-esteem of the hitherto marginalised peoples while 
strenfiening cultural particularities and ulniversal principles. 

instance, has been used to achieve solidarity of the colonised people against 
the colonialists. In another vein, it is the tonic oftheorists of White racial 
superiority like Hegel, David Hurne, Herr Adolf Hitler (who propounded 
the theory ofAryans racial superiority) and ideologues of the Nationalist 
Party in the old @re-1990) South Afiica. Identity was behind Nigeria's 
pogrom of 1966, the attendant Civil war, the current onslaught of terrorism 
and so on. Succinctly put, therefore, identity can be activated to subvert 
hegemony and achieve liberation. It can also be appropriated to service 
dominance and socio-economic exploitation (see Said, 1993). 

Underlying identity is the issue ofpower within the s6cial fo~mation 
in which it is expressed. That is why it is often defined in a way that reflects 
those who exercise power, "author-ise" knowledge and control mode of 
representation as well as those who are at the margins constructed as the 
Other. Democracy provides opportunity for mediating inter- group conflict 
and tension that sometimes arise from unequal relations of power acllieved 
through identity manipulation. This, perhaps, informs the aspiration of 

novemnnce. multicultural societies like Nigeria, for democratic mode of, 
Multiculturalism is in step with democracy, which. subsists on equality. 
co-operation, inclusion, participation, difhsion and multiplc centres of 
power '. Ideally, each culture, each identity and each person is supposed 
to be worthy of recognition and dignity as the other in a democracy (see 
Taylor. 1994). - ,  

Identity and difference are constructs of social relations, which 
specific all^; federalism as apolitical system is a step in the direction are essentially chmcterised by a sense of sameness, inclusion and solidarity. I 

of negotiating multicultural reality. It recognises difference and respects on the one hmd, and discrimination, oppression and exploitation on the 
the autonomy of multiple groups that constitute the political stnlchlre. The other-Identity, as earlier remarked, escludes those who fall outside the 

walls of its definition, while it binds together as members of a collective, centre becomes an arena of healthy competition of interests, free interplay 

those embraced by the definition. Like language, signs and S Y I I I ~ O I S  in of values in a federation. The tendency for dominance by a group is checked i 
I 

which they are expressed, identity and difference are dynamic, shiftins with necessary institutional apparatus like the constitution. i 
arid can only enjoy temporary permanence. That is why they are subject It should be remarked that in practice, there is usu::lly a wide gap 
to constant negotiation and re-definition. ldentity consciousness, for between the ideal and practical reality. However, &om the foreping, there 



is a clear intersection between identity. difference and the praxis of 
multiculturalism. In terms of its ability to contribute to our understanding of 
the dynamics of democratisation in a plural society like Nigeria that is 
being zoverned on aberrant principles of unicentricism dictated by the 
experience ofniilitaq ~ule, multicufturalism merits further scholarly attention. 
This essay. therefore. critically studies the manifestation ofdiversity / 
pluralisnl and the manipulation of identity in Ahmed Yerima's The Silent 
Gods. It observes that the playwright depicts the travails ofdemocracy in 
Nigeria ising drdrna as a site for historiczl struggles by competing forces 
ofethnicity, gender, pera t ion,  class and ideology. The basic challenge of 
democratisation in an increasingly polycentric world is how to encoui&e 
co-operation across primordial divides. The failed transition to c i J j t ! l i  -;. ' 

prosramme ofthe Nigerian militaq government in the decade of &30 ; 
3<.  . .- -7-?-. - . . .. 

and 1990 presents this challenge in bold relief as dm'matised intlie.wtbet :'.i 
< - *  , . ofconflicts in the play. . .:; - t .  - 
LI - - "\ Negotiating Identity Politics and Democracy in The Silent 

Gods 

Ahmed Yerima is one ofthe few playwrights who emerged on the 
Nigerian stage in the last decade ofthe hventieth cenhuy.Afonner Lecturer 
at the Department of English and Drama, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, 
he wasappointed as the Artistic Director ofthe National Troupe ofNigeria, 
Lagos in 1999. Historical narratives, both ancient and contemporary, 
fascinate Yenma'- The Silcn~ Gods is a demonstration ofthis interest, as it 
ernrnciatcs the ethos of r~i~ilticultura~ism ~vitllin the fi-amework of diversity 
and political pluralism. 

. t  
Through its pattern of conflict, the play shows that political 

instability is a nahml consequence ofa nation's inability to properly manage 
the phenonlena of 171 uralism and identity consciousness. It is made clear 

2 '  that discrimination along ethnic, rcligio~~s and evcn political p.xty lines %?ji$ts - : 
democracy. Close tics among diverse groups need to be forged-'r;nd . .  

l i t e w e  is a signitling code that can contribute to this agenda by exposing 
dominance and socially divisive factors. It can also do this by promoting 
new conscio;sness of democratic values among the people. 

Using Nigeria's recent history, Ahrned Yerima in 7'he Silent Godz' 
grapples with the dangers posed to democratic governance by ethno- 
nationalist, gender, class and intergenerational conflicts. Consequently, 
despite the authorial equivocation on it in the preface of the play, the 
similarity behveen events depicted, and political realities during the regime 
of General Sanni Abacha (1993-199s) is quite unmistakable. The play-s 
artistic strength lies not in its accurate reproduction of historical reality, but 

oovemance in.the exploration of the dramatic form to mediate the crises of, 
stirred in part by the military as a ruling class and their collaborators outside 
the armed forces. At the centre of the conflict is the question of power: 
who holds the lever of power and exercise it? Who benefits from power 
and who are those excluded from its and benefits accrue there from? 

In the words of the traditional storyteller who opens the play, The 
Silent Gods focuses on "the twist of life and the need to be together". 
"The twist of life" is occasioned by the inconclusive transition to civil nile 
programme of the military. Consequent upon the failure of the political 
Transition Programme, the state of anomy that Nigeriabecame duiing the 
period is f ctionalised in its setting, Ilu-Oja. 

Judging From its name, "Ilu-Oja" means '?he market town". Here 
is adiffused polyvxal community that is divided along primordid cleavages. 
It is a society founded on the Rousseauan principle of liberalism, wldch 
advocates politics of equal respect and dignity. It is econonucally disoriented -. 
just as it is politically adrifl The community, therefore. needs w e n t  re- 
construction both at personal and communal levels. As the Narrator 
explains, Ilu Oja bepins from a simple economic interaction among few 
people only to become later, the "Great market to\vn". The acrimony that 
characterises relations in a plural society occurs in the market. Amidst the 



intergoup conflict, the operation at the market hinges on dialogic exchange, 
friendship, tolerance, consensus and accommodation. These multicultural 
prinaples are required in a democratising society if such a society will not 
slip back into arbitrary rule. 

Besides, the market is an expression of diversity in a federation. A 
fedemtion recognises distinction in identity and equality in inter-group 
relationship. It advocates equity in the sharing ofopportunities. Here, 
individual preferences and differences are acknowledged, but tempered 
by what can be described as "common good". The centre here is site of 
struL@e with multiple voices. Ilu Oja is like a federation where all parts are 
expected, within the context of their autonomy and self-determination, to 
contribute resources toward development of the centre and the constituent 
units-The Narrator espouses the principle of federalism when he provides 
an Illsight into the origin ofthe town: 

?'his is our great market square. Our town is called Ilu Oja, the 
Great Market Town. We grew up in the market place. First it 
started as a spot, one man comes from one village with his fat 
_goat, another with his fat yam tubers. Then they exchanged oil for 
salt, dried fish for pepper and green vegetables. Soon they 
exchanged daughters for grand-chiidren, and we decided to stay. 
(TSG 11) 

Truly, Ilu Oja is a nation of diverse people and beliefs. Its 
heterogeneity as attested by the Narrator, is achieved thr~ugh movement 
and lni~mtion, which encourage conunodity flow and cultud M i c .  Thus, 
it is asciety.trmsformed h m  its monoculture oria+into a heterogeneous 
poIityhu& what Goldberg 4 s  ''interactive and intersecting multiplicitiesy' 
(3 0). 

Fmm the beginning, a link is established, through the director's 
note.& r;li::tiue 0 f . k  Storjlcllcr, belasen the toun's pri111aevul serenity 
and the blissfi11 gziety of its present. Through the dance patterns, music, 

song and costume, Yenma appeals to multisultural nature of theNigerian 
society. Though the idea of richness in diversity created through these 
theatrical elements stand subverted by the upheaval that greets the 
succession tussle, they have contributed to the projection in Ilu-Oja of a 
heterogeneous society that is trying to mediate its diversity through the 
restoration of free speech and collective action. Perhaps, a brief summary 
of the plot will be appropriate here, as it will help our subsequent analysis. 

As a result of the transition of Ilu Oja's King, the community is 
0 the vacant enmeshed in succession crisis. The traditional process of fillin, 

stool places enormous responsibilities on the gods and representatives of 
the five ruling houses. But what is intriguing in the present case is that the 
gods decline to categorically name a successor. When they appear to 
name one, the answer bewilders the people. Although the gods throw 
back the responsibility of selection on the 11uman community, their silence, 
in a way offers the people an opportunity to exercise a freedom of choice 
and participate in the leadenhip recruitment process which demmatisation 
process entails. Unfortunately, the opportunity is not properly utilised by 
the community. 

Efforts by the representatives of the d i n g  houses who hold the 
suffrage as members of the council of elders to resolve the crisis deepen 
the confusion. They narrow the contest down to two f l u e n t  chiefs with 
royal blood -Togba and Aseburupo who both head their ruling houses. 
While majority members of the elders' council prefer LhiefTogba on 
account of his wealth and generosity, Aseburupo equally lays claim to the 
throne, reasoning that he is favoured, not only by the succession pattern, 
but also by his affluence and philanthropic actions. 

Togba's face appears on the divination board, suggesting that the 
gods endorse him, but he does not have the requisite paraphemdia ofa  
chosen King on the bard,  that is, the calabash of life in his beaded hands. 
ChiefAseburupo feels cheated by the Elders' decision to install Togba in 



spite of the misty message ofthe gods. The acrimony generated by thj 
situation turns two friends into bitter enemies and what stans out as 
jostling for the throne by the candidates sinks their immediate families, th 
whole of 1lu Oja and itsenvirons deeper into chaos. Market women an 
farmers in solidarity with Aseburupo join the protest against perceiva 
injustice done to him. Other womemgmups in neighbowing t o h s  k o h  
involved. Hence, socio-economic activities are paralysed in an obliqu~ 
reference to the general strike by workers in the oil sector and the organisec 
labour in Nigeria between June and August 1 994.' 

The tension is M e r  aggravated by Togba's sudden death afta 
chewing a poison-coated kolanuf of l f e  (Kolanur of  lqe is part of the 
rites of kingship which a new monarch must undergo). Ironically, in the 
case of Togba, "kolanut oflife" turns into "kolanut of death". The 
unfaiomable silence of the gods in the face of this tragedy and their refusal 
to decisively intervene in the matten of men engender more violence and 
social paralysis. 

As a solution, Togba's widow (Subu) is made the regent by the 
elders for three months, pending the choice ofanother king. Since it is 
agreed that the family offogba should produce the resent, as the cmwn is - 
to go to Asebuupo's family, Subu offers herself for the regency in place of 
her son, Dide. She has avengeful mission to accomplish and she becomes 
ruthless in her brief stay in power. Consequently, people's freedom of 
association, movement, expression and employment are violated on her 
0 1  den with impunity. 

The adversity of Subu's dictatorship and the obvious threat of r 
social disintegration compel the common people to eschew individual a 

differences and primordial prejudices to press for urgent solution to the 
crisis. Incidentally, the gods break their silence aner the con~munity 
L~;;T*L~ O ~ ~ ~ I A  Giiys ofintense propitiation. The yoi~n~est  virgin in the 
land is chosen as the new  kin^ to circumvent the previous hereditq, 

aristocratic and oligarchic power structure. The new choice is joyfully 
0 rites of broom and 

celebrated in the epilogue with traditional cleansin, 
songs. 

Apart from the trope of the market, which symbolises the 
heterogeneity ofNiseria, the choice of a virginand the concluding rites of 
purgation are s!.nihoiic. The virgin is a symbol of Fresh beginning and by 
extension, a break tiom the past. The post-Subu regime will be a new era 
that is undefiled by the manipulation and malevolence of the preceding 
era. AsYerima explains, theplay was written in response to the socio- 
economic crises that charaderise attempts by the rni1i.p-y regime of Geneml 
Sanni Abacha to sustain the annulment of June 12, 1993 presidential 
election. According to Yerima: 

People were beiig denied their positions, even after election, even 
after the gods had elected them. And the future ofNigeria was on 
the brink. That is why at the end, I bring in the virgin, the young 

- 
. 1.. . . The cleansing option adopted in the play sounds plausible. The 1 I 

3 atmosphere is typical of what obtains in a mditional AFiican festival, , 
' . . which shows unanimity of Purpose and solidarity amons various categories I. 

of participants. Nonetheless, Fmm the way it is handled. it is somewhat 1 
facile and escapist as a solution to sensitive problems of inequality and i 

difference. In the first instance, it fails to adequately address tine root of ~ 
inter and intra gmup distrust that it raises in the plot and ivhich, in reality, 1 

has beenundermining democratistion in Nizeria since the colonial pen&. I I 
Apart fmm this, the solution also fails to put in proper perspective, the 1 
class dimension to national politics evident in the unity of the suffering 1 I 
masses against the elite toward the end of the play. This can partly be 1 
~ c r i b d  to the fact that the play is pmpag,mdistic in its intent and realisation. i I 
Written for a government establishment - the National Tmupe ofNi~eri4 
which is an arm of the Federal Ministry of Information and Culture, the I I 

I 



hazy resolution can be seen as an attempt not to clearly confront the issue 
before a govemmcnt whose legitimacy was under severe questioning in 
the civil society at the time of performance of the play. 

Be that as it may, the intolerance of difference or the "Other" 
contributes to social dislocation experienced in Ilu-Oja In this community, 
leadership is closcly associated with group identity. The battle between 
Togba and Aseburupo, exemplifies competition for power by the elite. 
But they represent larger groups, be it political, ethnic or racial. A leader 
determines the action of members of his family in the quest for power. 
Aseburupo cancels, for instance, the manixe plan between Dide flogbays 
son) and Kike (his daughter). In doing this he declares: 

Women listen and stop all this whimpering. How can I accept 
ChiefTogba as king and as an in-law? The relationship won't 
work- We are both heads of our families. When we fight, the 
families fight too. When oil stains one finger, the whole hand is 
stained. (TSG 25) 

Indeed, the hatred between the families ofTo8ba and Aseburupo 
recalls the bitter quarrel between the families of Montague and Capulet in 
Shakespeare's Romeo and Julie[. But onc redeeming feature about 
Aseburupo is that in spite of pressure on him by the elders of his family to 
form a scparate town called Asebun~polu where he will rule as a king, he 
declines. Through this aspect of Aseburupo's character, Yerima contends 
that the solution to the crises of democratic governance manifest in identity 
and differences does not lie in constant tinkering with borders. Indeed, to 
quote Horowiiz again, "the answer to the problem of democracy and 
ethnic conflict is not to re-draw the map ofthe world" (1 985,682). 

Beside the battle of the sexes in the play is the battle of generations. 
There is a link between the sub-test of maniage and the text of political 
conflict. The young lovers, Dide and Kike, represent a new generation 
wing to cscl~c~v the micour ofthc: older generation represented by their 

~arents. They are reluctant to embrace die bitter politicking oftheir parents, 
which threatens their marriage. The fmal adoption of a virgin as this should 
be seen in the same light of generational contestation, resulting in the 
displacement ofthe old oligarchic order. Though Yerima's choice here is 
anything but democratic, the play as a sibgdjhg element shows obstacles, 
which a nation should avoid in its effort to democratise the polity. Ifwe do 
not have a picture of democracy in the play, there is a notion of what 
democracy is not and what it should not be. 

To make the play realistic and credible, Yerirna draws characters 
from across the social strata. These characters represent diversity that 
typifies Ni~eria as a multicultwal society with p m i q h a l  and gemntmtic 
practices. 

The Narmtor, for example, provides the audience a recast ofpast 
events and insight into approaching ones. He offers vital links in the main 
  lot and the sub-plot through his narration. He weaves in and out ofthe 
action on stage in a manner that blends the dramatic and the narrative in 
the aesthetics of the play. He is the traditional historian who embodies 
knowledge about the culture and environment of the people. The play 
&om the onset attracts attention towards him through the use of spotlight, 
which picks him out from the dark stage in order to underscore his 
importance. Having attracted the audience's attention, the Narrator 
introduces the thematic pre-occupation of the play- group identity qaim 
the backdrop diversity and competition for power. 

Close to the Nan-ator in terms ofcultural essence is the priest, 
Chief Koma. He is a diviner who, by his calling, is the link between the 
human ~vorld and the realm ofdivinities. Like the story-teller, he embodies 
ancient wisdom and knowledge ofthe present. But more than the story- 
teller, he is capableofpmgnosticadon due to his association with the gods. 

Meai~while, a materialist dinlension is subtly illscribed into his 
char.:.cte;- by tlli. pI;i;-..\..;:!:i. 1':;~ '1i;'l::-.: 0;. : . L . ;. -1:: to intcr-vene in the 



: matters of men initially tends to position man at the centre of decision- 
making. Consequently, the divinities that have always decided the right 
candidate for the crown are "de-centred". According to Chief Koma: 

I cast the shell across the divination board only to be told that the 
choice of our New King has to be made by us.. .? The gods 
refused to choose the King. Seven times did I ask them, and 
seven times did they answer, too. (TSG, 13) 

In an open preference for fiee will, the people in the universe of 
the play are required'by the gods to choose, but the priest too loses his 
superhuman essence in i6e process. Equally undermined is the omniscient 
ascription ofthe gods. The priest is as ignorant ofthe future and bereft of 
solution to the political problems ofsuccession as any other citizen of Ilu- 
Oja. Therefore, the contraction ofthe gap between Chief Koma and the 
ordin& men in terms of prescience demystifies Korna and the gods. It 
also spells doom for the whole town as the situation of silence is twisted to 
suit each strand of competing interests. The gods' silence in the face of 
Togbays murder leaves the people (especially Subu) to engage in suspicion, 
blind accusation and misdirected anger. It also leads to the removal of 
Koma as Chief Priest, his banishment to tile forest and the installation of 
his brother in his place. But the materialist re-invention of the gods is not 
sustained till the end. The gods step in once again and offer a solution. 

The five elders represent different ruling houses, which arguably 
imply political parties, orethno-geog-aphical divisions that constitute the 
basis ofrepresentation. Togba and Aseburupo demonstrate the bitter rivalry 
that often mark and mar power contests. The stage formation during the 
meeting of Elders summoned to choose a successor to the late king is 
used to establish this sharp antagonism: 

The scene opens in a meeting of elders. Clticj5 Togbcr 
cl~?dAsebzrrlrpo sit at the opposite sides o f  the n~eering 
of five elders. (TSG 13) 

14. 

Shortly after. both of them are hotly contesting for the throne. 
~ h o u g h  they both have something admirable about them, the fact that 
neither of them could reign successfully shows that there is something 
fkdarnentally wrong with the oligarchic order, wvhicli they represent. The 
system opens competition to only "the richest and most loved man chosen 
by the gods" (TSG 12). It is a government ofthe "rich and mighty". The 
message encapsulated in this reality is that the solution to the crises of 
democratisation should be sought outside the range of politicians and 
soldiers who usurp power and the structure that produce them. Since 
democracy is inclusive, expanding the scope of choice beyond the ruling 
house is one affirmative step toward that direction. Perhaps, it is in this 
sense that one can understand the reason why the gods jettison the "obvious" 
aristocratic choices and settle for a new possibility represented by the 
vijrl. 

The gender factor in the conflict is articulated by Subu. Through 
her character, the playwright opens up a space for the silent voices of 
women in the power contest. Rut more significantly, Subu represents 
something else. She, Subu personifies the autocratic tendencies of military 
regimes, including coercion and lack ofrespect for due process. She also 
demonstntes thc tendency to appeal to differences in ordcr to gain sectarian 
advantage. Notwithstanding the custon~ary provision, she wants her son 

I 
to ascend the throne after his father, and she seeks the support of the 
Head Eunuch - the symbol ofcoercive and protective instrument ofthe 
state. The support is to be rcwardcd n it11 Kike, Asen~burupo's daughter 
who is hitherto engaged to many Dide her son. The gesture is to punish a 
perceived enemy rather than to reward a faithhl servant. It depicts the 
tendency to distribute reward and punishment under a non-democratic i 

i 
regime (like Subu's) in accordance with personal whims of the leader(s) 
and not neccssarily in accordance with a collcctivcly defined procedure. 

f .' 
Beside. it  shows thc tendency by some politicians to resort to coercion 
(using soldiers or thugs) to gain advantage over opponents. Such arbitrary 





detention without trial of Chief Moshood Abiola, the presumed 
winner of the election. The workers demanded immediate 
termination of military rule. 

5 .  Yerima made this assertion in an interview conducted by me on 
November 21,2000 at the National Theatre, Iganmu Lagos. 
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